
City of Bath
South End Residential Parking Permit Program Concept

Public Meeting
August 24th, 2021, 6pm-7pm

September 9th, 2021, 6pm-7pm

Presented by: 

Bath PD Chief Andrew Booth
Parking Enforcement Officer June Berry
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Background

• From the 1970’s to today, the City of Bath has periodically conducted studies to address traffic and parking 
issues and complaints regarding south end/BIW area and downtown.  As a result of these studies, which were 
both internal (City of Bath Parking Committee) and external (traffic engineering companies), changes were 
made to ordinances, streets, parking lots, parking enforcement, etc., to maximize parking availability in the City 
while addressing traffic safety concerns.  

• Most public parking areas in the central and southern zones are time limited, some are permitted, with 
outlying areas having no time limitations for street parking, absent the City-wide winter parking ban.

• In the recent past, the former parking committee, now the transportation committee, has tried to address 
repeated complaints regarding the south-end traffic and parking issues mainly caused by Bath Iron Works 
employees traveling to and from work, both in cars and on foot, and where they park.  

• Additionally, in 2016, a BIW employee pedestrian was struck and killed by another BIW employee motorist on 
Washington St while the pedestrian was crossing at a crosswalk.  

• These issues spurred a 2019 South End Transportation Study conducted by T.Y. Lin International, prepared and 
present to the City of Bath, Bath Iron Works, and Maine Dept. of Transportation.
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2019 South End Transportation Study
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South End Transportation Study

1.1 Study Background
The City of Bath partnered with Bath Iron Works and the Maine Department of Transportation to find ways to reduce conflicts between
vehicles and pedestrians in Bath’s South End neighborhood. This transportation study is a response to changes in traffic patterns associated with the 
BIW’s workforce, creating large volumes of vehicles coming and going, increasing pressure on parking, and contributing to vehicle speeds not in line with 
pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods. The study objective is noted as follows:
Study Objectives
 Improve the safety of pedestrians.
 Reducing the impact of vehicular traffic on neighborhood streets.
 Identifying strategies that will improve the availability of parking and/or reduce parking demand.
 A significant number of pedestrians walk along the Washington Street corridor and between off-site BIW parking facilities and the main production 
areas. This has led to conflicts between the needs of pedestrians and those of motor vehicles.
 The need for more parking has been accelerated by new development in Bath’s Historic Downtown, as previous parking lots have transitioned into 
new uses.

Data was collected to find methods to address the following challenges:
 How can motor vehicle movements be made safer and more efficient?
 The study will assess potential changes in infrastructure and city policies.
 What opportunities exist to create additional parking?
 What is the best way to create a balance between neighborhoods and
employee parking needs?

1.2 Study Area
The study area, as depicted in Figure 1.1, covers from Centre Street to
Webber
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Transportation Study Recommendations

• Several recommendations to address overall traffic safety were made from the study ranging from re-
routing streets, creating one-way traffic certain times of the day, changes to land use/zoning, and extensive 
traffic engineering changes. Some of these projects were deemed unfeasible, others are still under review 
or development.

• Recommendations regarding parking were directed to both BIW and the City.
• Recommendations to BIW consisted of increasing the use of satellite lots, shuttle buses, car-pooling, 

staggering shift times, and moving some employees to other facilities in Brunswick.  These have been 
or are  being implemented.  

• The main parking recommendation by the engineering firm for the City of Bath was to:
• Change parking ordinance to allow only a one-hour time limit on South End/BIW area streets 
• Increase parking fines and enforcement significantly to discourage BIW employee parking on 

neighborhood streets. 
• Implement a Residential Parking Permit program for the South End neighborhood to allow 

residents to park on the street without restrictions.

NOTE: COVID-19 has affected some of these recommendations and/or delayed implementation.
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Drafting this plan

After the results of the transportation study in August of 2019, Bath PD Chief (retired) Field gathered 
information for the transportation committee and started an initial plan based upon similar plans in Portland, 
ME and Portsmouth, NH.  This plan was further drafted in a council workshop. Costs associated with this 
program were estimated and budgeted, and a plan for the day-to-day management developed.  The original 
intent was to have this program ready for implementation in January 2021, but COVID-19 put further 
implementation on hold until early 2021, when I took over responsibility for finalizing this draft plan and 
seeking public input before bringing it back to the City Council.  If approved, we will draft ordinance changes 
for council approval and implement this plan starting in January 2022.

We are holding two public meetings to give the public a chance to comment or offer feedback on our 
proposal prior to final council approval.
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Basic Concept

Residents of the South End would be issued free residential parking permit stickers with their tax checks 
and/or from City Hall.  They would get a sticker for each registered vehicle.  A draft form is in a following 
slide.  

Bath Police Dept. Parking Enforcement would manage the program.

The permits would be valid for each calendar year, with a new permit issued each year.  

Residents would place this sticker on the lower rear window so the parking enforcement officer can 
easily see it.  

Vehicles without stickers would be subject to a parking ticket if they are parked greater than 1 hour at a 
time.

Parking violation fines would be increased and new violations pertaining to the residential parking 
permit program would be created. 

These permits would not exempt residents from the winter parking ban.

Other parking violations (fire hydrant, too close to corner, driveway, etc.) remain in effect.
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Proposed South End Residential Parking Zone

This may be one zone, or split into two sub-zones, from Leeman Hwy south to Pine St, and Pine St south 
to Webber Ave or Lemont St.  Also may need to consider Richardson/Western Ave.
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Timeline and next steps: 

• Staff review and draft proposals - Done

• Review with Transportation Committee – Done

• Workshop with City Council – Done

• Discuss any changes etc. by Council, City Staff – Done

• Neighborhood Meetings to discuss proposal – Now

• Review any issues from Neighborhood meetings – Fall

• Final Council Approval – November/December

• Implementation – January 2022
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Public Comments/Concerns
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